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2014
speciAliZeD
We heaDeD To copper
mouNTaiN, coLoraDo, To
Take a Look aT The LaTeST
SpeciaLiZeD LiNe-up

rob puts the sTuMPJuMPeR
FsR eXPeRT CARBOn eVO 29
through its paces in colorado

Epic

Specialized have reworked their
popular cross-country machine,
splitting the range into two parts. for
general cross-country riders there’s
a lighter, snappier model, while more
serious cross-country racers have the
single-ring speciﬁc World cup edition.
There’s been some big tweaks
on the new facT 11m carbon frame.
internal cable routing provides cleaner
lines while the pf30 bottom bracket
and stiffer tube junction improves
power transfer. The fSr layout now
has the same concentric shock linkage
used on the Stumpjumper, camber
and enduro frames, plus there are
through-axles front and rear.

ÖhLins coLLaBoration
The Demo 8 and Enduro
EVO feature the new Öhlins
TTX shock. It uses Twin Tube
technology, along with two
stout reservoir chambers,
which increase surface area
and keep oil temperatures
lower. Inside, the two
nitrogen-filled nitrile rubber
bladders reduce pressure
differential within the shock,
to prevent cavitation and
keep damping consistent.

The Specialized brain shock has
a ﬁrmer tune and slimmer reservoir
along with autosag technology for
easy shock set-up. The m5 alloy comp
version has had similar reﬁnements to
make it stiffer and lighter too.
The World cup edition of the
bike has 95mm (3.7in) rather than
100mm (3.9in) travel, a 10mm shorter
chainstay, 0.5-degree steeper head
angle and is dedicated to single ring
with no provision to run a front mech.
The S-Works, expert carbon and
marathon level bikes get Specialized’s
new SWaT (Storage, Water, air, Tools)
treatment, providing compact onthe-bike storage for a multi-tool, tube,
tyre lever, co2 inﬂator and two water
bottles. The S-Works epic 29 (pictured
above right) comes in at £7,500.

key bikes in the ePiC range feature
Specialized’s new SWaT technology,
which makes carrying kit easier

The CAMBeR COMP eVO 29 should be
a popular trail bike in the uk, especially
considering the £2,200 pricetag

Camber FSR

The camber evo 29 will soon be
available in the uk, in two models,
the camber expert carbon evo 29
(£4,500) and the camber
evo 29 (£2,200). all frames now
have the concentric link that was
introduced to the camber’s m5 alloy
bikes last year, featuring the shock
shuttle seen across the Stumpjumper
fSr and enduro range. both evo
models have 120mm (4.7in) travel
front and rear and a 69-degree head
angle. The expert carbon evo 29 has
a Sram x01 11-speed transmission
and Specialized command ir post.
There’s also an S-Works camber,
with Sram xx1 transmission,
Specialized’s S-Works command ir
dropper post and kashima-coated fox
float cTD suspension. c

stUmPJUmPer Fsr eXPert carBon eVo 29
We will also now be able to get hold of the Stumpjumper
EVO 29 in the UK. Although the frame stays the same,
we can’t help but get excited about the Stumpjumper
FSR Expert Carbon EVO 29. The 140mm (5.5in) travel
RockShox Pike fork and SRAM XO1 transmission help to
make this an extremely capable bike.
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The seasoned mTBEr
Name: Guy Kesteven
Age: 41
Bike used: Focus
Whistler
Last three events
ridden: Nutcracker
XC series 2 and 3,
’Ard Rock Enduro
How did you prepare for this? Had
a family pie for lunch the day before
and borrowed a dog tent off the kids.
What was your overall impression?
For a first running of a cross-country
event, the organisation was incredible.
From the full-scale military invasion
of Whitehaven Harbour to an ice
cream at the finish line, it was run
as close to clockwork as imaginable.
Seeing people finishing 10 hours after
the leaders also brought home why
the trails couldn’t be relentlessly
techy and off-road all the way,
but every single day had enough
memorable bits to leave you buzzing.
The final day in particular was
brilliant. The stunning scenery was a
reminder of what an incredible part of
the world this is to ride in, with the
amazing network of trails to choose
from almost every mile of the way
enhancing the experience all the more.
Toughest bit? The carry out of
Patterdale: a brutal, boiling hot, calf
muscle cramping, unrideable stagger.
Most enjoyable bit? First singletrack
descent of day two – I still don’t
know where it is!
One thing you’re glad you took with
you? Really big tube of arse lard.
One thing you wished you’d
thought about? Bringing proper
breakfast food.
Will you be back next year? Very
possibly, but without a cameraman
and with some fork rebound damping.

rat race 2013

July saw the inaugural Rat Race Crossing take place across
three national parks: the Lakes, the Dales and the North
York Moors. We caught up with two competitors to find
out how they fared on the 196-mile coast to coast event

Day 1: The Lake District
Start: Whitehaven
Finish: Shap
Distance: 64 miles
Day 2: The Yorkshire Dales
Start: Shap
Finish: Northallerton
Distance: 72 miles
Day 3: The North York Moors
Start: Northallerton
Finish: Scarborough
Distance: 60 miles

Climb from hell
Where grown men were
reduced to tears, almost
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What a stunner! The
scenery was spectacular
on all three days

Lucky dip The Lakes
offered welcome
respite from the heat

Pushing it
Not everyone could
conquer the climbs

Name: Keef Sloan
Age: 40
Bike used:
Cannondale Trigger
29er
Last three events
ridden: London
Nightrider, CologneBrighton and MTB Wiggle South
Downs challenge
How did you prepare for this?
My mountain biking experience is
limited. I did some training around
Richmond Park, which has an off-road
route, but it’s not very technical so
I just got from it what I could. The
majority of my training was in the
gym making sure that my legs were in
good enough shape.
What was your overall impression?
I’ve never been on a multi-day MTB
adventure before and didn’t quite
know what to expect. I knew it would
be difficult but I also knew it would
be exciting. On both those counts I
was definitely right! I have to admit
that some of the course pushed me to
near my limit (Boredale Hause on day
one, which was an exercise in hikea-biking 900m up to the pass), but I
got through it. The organisation was
excellent. The campsite at the end
of the day was well set up, the food
was good and the staff were all really
enthusiastic. The other riders were
all really friendly too. You got to see
the same people across the three days
because you rode with people who
were going at your pace. It was nice
to chat and discuss how brutal things
were or about to become! The one
complaint that I did hear from a few
people was that there was too much
road but, for me, I thought it was
about right.
Toughest bit? The hike-a-bike up
Boredale Hause which, in 30ºC heat
was incredibly tough.
Most enjoyable bit? The flowing
downhills across the Yorkshire Dales.
One thing you’re glad you took with
you? My Camelbak. Being able to
drink whenever I needed was vital to
being able to complete each day.
One thing you wished you’d
thought about? Bringing my Garmin
out-front mount, rather than using
the mount on the top tube. I lost my
Garmin somewhere up the Boredale
Hause climb and there was no way I
was going back down to find it!
Will you be back next year? It was
really well organised, but it’s one of
those challenges that I would only
seek to do the once. c
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MY RIDE
insiDe soMe oF ouR FAVouRiTe people’s BiKes

Israel Romero’s
Prototype Mondraker
Foxy FG30

“This is the second
prototype 650B Foxy
bike. The rear end is
shorter, more compact
and stiffer compared
to the ﬁrst proto. It’s
a completely new
frame built around
650B wheels, updated
Forward Geometry
and Zero suspension
kinematics.”
“The new 2014
RockShox Revelation
RCT3 with the
Charger Damper
and Rapid Recovery
Technology is a
really great fork
with impressive
performance.
RockShox are back
on top of the
suspension business.”
“I run around 20 per
cent sag for the fork
and 35 per cent sag for
the Zero suspension
system. Fairly
stock set-up!”

Israel has been
a journalist
for Spanish
mountain bike
magazines for
15 years, and is
now the Chief
Communication
Ofﬁcer at
Mondraker,
working
direct with the
industry, as well
as working on
R&D for future
prototype
bikes and
componentry.

“At this point it is
clear that 26in bikes
will remain as our
bikes from the past. It
is sad, as for most of
us these are the bikes
we own, and got us in
to mountain biking.
In one or two years
time it will be just
29in or 650B bikes
– 29er on XC to trail
applications and 650B
for trail to downhill.”
“650B makes a lot of
sense for trail riding
and beyond where
29er has shown its
drawbacks. One of
the limitations for the
bigger diameter 29in
wheels is stiffness
when going ﬂat
out downhill and
pushing hard.” c
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Scott Genius LT
700 650B
Scott’s long-travel
trail bike gets allnew platform, plus
Fox shock

L

ast year’s update of the
Scott Genius platform saw
a move to a conventional
push shock and the less
conventional 650B wheel
size. It was only a matter of
time before the longer travel
Genius LT received a similar
overhaul, and that’s happened
in time for the 2014 model.
Scott have also thrown in a
SRAM X01 11-speed drivetrain.
Designed as an enduro race
machine, the Genius LT has
gone down in both travel and
weight. It now has 170mm
(6.7in) travel at either end, as
opposed to 180mm (7in) front
and 185mm (7.3in) rear. The
new carbon frame is based on
the layout of the 2013 Genius,
and Scott’s carbon know-how
has enabled them to drop 400g
from the overall frame weight.
The latest model has a claimed
weight of just 12.4kg (27.3lb).
As well as being beefed up
compared to the standard
Genius, the carbon frame of
the LT has had some additional
tweaks, including internal cable
routing, and a neat chainstaymounted chainguide. The
stilted feeling DT Swiss Nude
shock used on previous Spark
and Genius models has been
consigned to history across the
entire Scott range.
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Scott have partnered up with
Fox to create a new Nude unit.
It still provides three travel
settings, with 170mm, 135mm
or lock-out at a flick of the
bar-mounted Twinloc remote
switch. The reduced travel
‘traction’ setting reduces the
air volume of the shock to give
less sag, which in turn creates
a more upright geometry.
As with last year’s
Genius range, the remote
simultaneously adjusts the
climb, trail and descend
damping settings of the Fox 34
fork to match the three travel
settings. The change to the Fox
Shock could radically affect
the trail manners of the Scott
trail full-suspension family.
The bike you see here is also
equipped with the single ringspecific SRAM X01 11-speed
groupset, which offers the wide
range of the frighteninglyexpensive-but-functionallyflawless SRAM XX1 groupset,
at a reduced cost. The SRAM
X01 has weight penalty in
return for the price reduction,
but it does share the slimmeddown XD driver body standard,
as well as the 10-42T gear
range. The cranks use alloy
arms but still have the wide/
narrow X-Sync teeth, which
hold the chain in place. c

Scott’s 2014 genius LT has moved up
to 650B wheels and gone down in travel

New internal routing helps
the Genius LT maintain
clean lines and sleek looks
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